
Energy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hdcTmpvDO0I


Key terms
- Energy

- Work 

- System

- Surroundings

- Kinetic energy

- Potential energy

- Law of conservation of energy



Properties of Energy

- Can cause changes in a system

- There are different forms with different characteristics

- Energy can be transferred or transformed

- Physical quantities affect different forms of energy



Types of systems
- A system is anything under observation

- Open: mass and energy can be lost or gained from the 

environment

- Closed: mass is conserved within the boundaries of the system, 

and energy can freely enter or exit the system

- Isolated: No interactions with other systems occur



Examples of 
Systems

- P 207 from textbook

- Group activity: come up with own examples.



2 Forms of Energy

- Kinetic Energy: the energy of motion

- Potential energy: The stored energy of an object as a 

result of its condition or its position



Photo from http://en.stonkcash.com/transformation-of-energy/



Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSWl_Zj-CZs


Examples of Kinetic Energy
1. Mechanical Kinetic Energy- Energy of motion

2. Radiant Energy- energy of electromagnetic waves that 

radiate from the energy source

3. Thermal Energy- energy of particles that make up a 

substance.  (Example: Heat- thermal energy 

transferred from one object to another)

- See BC Sci 10 text 
connections p 203



4. Electrical Kinetic Energy- energy of electrons through 

a conductor.

5. Sound Energy- Energy of vibrations (disturbances) of the 

particles that make up matter

Nimkii Nookomis "Welcome 
Song" 2014 Great Lakes 
Indigenous Elders and Medicine 
Peoples Gathering
Play video from minute mark 
1-1:20 for a snippet

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnaWY6Oj0NI


Examples of Potential Energy
1. Chemical Potential Energy- energy stored in chemical bonds

2. Elastic Potential Energy-  energy stored in a 

stretched or compressed object

3. Gravitational Potential Energy- energy relative 

to a reference  point, having to do with an 

objects position.

- See BC Sci 10 Connections 
p 204-205



4. Nuclear Potential Energy- energy 

stored in the nucleus of an atom

5. Electrical Potential Energy- energy stored by a separation of 
charges (battery/cell)

6. Magnetic Potential Energy- energy from magnetic forces



Activity: Energy Sorting Cards



Lab: Energy Stations Lab 



Activity

- BC Sci 10 Connections page 209- Energy thought 

experiments partner then group discussions



Energy Transfer and Transformation

Law of conservation of energy:  

Energy is neither created or destroyed… but it is 

transformed from one type of energy to another, or 

transferred from one to another



Photo from: https://thebesttravelplaces.com/scariest-roller-coasters/
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Modelling Conservation of Energy: 
Workbook Handout p 134 p 1



Calculating Kinetic Energy 

E
K
=   1  mv2  

         2

E
K
= Kinetic energy (j= joules)

m= mass (kg- kilogram)

v= velocity (m/s- metres per 

second)



Calculating Gravitational Potential Energy

E
g
= mg    h

E
g
= Gravitational potential energy (Joules: j)

m=  mass (kilograms: kg)

g= acceleration due to gravity (metres per  

     second squared: m/s2)

    h= change in height (metre: m)



Practice Problems BC Sci 10 Connections 
textbook p 214 All questions

- Practice together as a class ( #1 model, 2 all together) 

- Chalk/board activity for #3, 4



Practice Problems in workbook handout 
3.1

Chapter Review

Quiz coming up



Section project:
Rube Goldberg
Machine


